
 

 

    

United States Attorney=s Office 
Southern District of New York 

Civilian Crime Reports Unit 
Criminal Division 

Civilian Crime Report  
The U.S. Attorney=s Office represents the Government in legal proceedings and works closely with investigative agencies including 
the FBI.  The Criminal Division of the United States Attorney=s Office is responsible for enforcing the federal criminal laws within 
the Southern District of New York, which encompasses the boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx, as well as Dutchess, Orange, 
Putnam, Rockland, Sullivan, and Westchester Counties.  

WE CANNOT CONSIDER INFORMATION SUBMITTED BY E-MAIL OR LEFT ON VOICEMAIL  
Person Completing This Report:         Person/Entity Being Reported: 

 
__________________________________________  _____________________________________________ 
Your Name      Name of Person Being Reported 

 
__________________________________________  Wells Fargo / Ogletree Deakins Employer's Law  
Address        

 
__________________________________________  ____________________________________________  
Address (Line 2)      Address (Line 2)   

 
___________________________  ______________  ___________________________  _________________ 
City, State   Zip   City, State   Zip  

 
___________________   _____________________  ___________________   ________________________ 
County   Phone    County   Phone 

  
Although the volume of information we receive from concerned members of the public prevents us from responding 
individually to every Report, be assured that we will carefully consider the information you have provided us to determine 
whether there is a matter for this Office to investigate.  Should we determine that your Report raises a matter within the 
jurisdiction of this Office to investigate and that further information from you is necessary for our investigation, you will be 
contacted. This Office does not resolve individual consumer complaints. 

NOTE FOR INTERNATIONAL SUBMISSIONS 
We review for any appropriate action all submissions we receive. However, to avoid interference with the sovereignty of 
foreign nations, we do not respond to or acknowledge submissions from mailing addresses outside of the United States. 
 

Does this Report Pertain to an Ongoing Case?  
___Yes           ___No ___Not Sure 

 
If Yes, Please Provide the Following Case Information: 

 
 

 
Case Title and Docket Number (if known): ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Please clearly describe the violation of federal criminal laws that you would like to bring to our attention.  Include as much information as 

possible; including the dates, places and nature of incident, and contact information for any witnesses (do not send original documents): 

 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Andrew G. Clark Oregon and Federal Judicial Systems

3270 Stoney Ridge Road

(widespread, endemic deficiencies)

Eugene, OR 97405

Lane (541) 510-3915 -

✔

 State of Oregon employees/agents are also named in the Wells Fargo et al report.

This report relates to court-rigging and improper use of Courts to bypass adjudication. 

Detailed, recent reports to Public Integrity Section attached as exhibits to this form.

See attached letter and exhibits as this form does not yield itself well to this type of reporting.



IMPORTANT NOTE REGARDING THE PRESERVATION OF YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS: 
Submitting a Report to this Office has no effect on any statute of limitation that might apply to any claim you may have. By 
submitting a Report to this Office, you have not commenced a lawsuit or other legal proceeding, and this Office has not 
initiated an investigation or lawsuit regarding the subject of your Report. If you seek to sue for money or other relief, you 
should contact a private attorney to represent you in court.  

 
 
Mail this completed report to:      United States Attorney=s Office 

Southern District of New York 
Attn: Civilian Crime Reports Unit (Criminal Division)  
One St. Andrew=s Plaza 
New York, NY 10007  

 

 

 

Are You a Victim of this Alleged Crime? 

 

 

 

Are You Aware of Any Other Victim(s)? 
 
___Yes   ___No ___Not Sure 

 
___Yes   ___No ___Not Sure  

 
If Yes, Please List Other Victim(s): _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Are You Represented by an Attorney in this Matter? 

 
___Yes       ___No  

 
If Yes, Please Provide Attorney Contact Info: 
 
Name: ____________________________________________________          

 
Phone: __________________________________  

 
Address:________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
Have You Filed a Lawsuit Concerning this Matter? 

 
___Yes       ___No 

 
If Yes, Please Provide the Following Case Information: 
 
Case Title and Docket Number: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Name and Address of Court: ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Status of Court Case (pending, dismissed, settled):_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Have You Previously Filed a Report about this Matter with this Office or Any Other Federal, State or Local Agency(s)?   

___Yes   ___No  If Yes, Date Filed:  __________________________ 
 
Contact Person:_________________________________ 

 
Agency: _____________________________________________ 

 
Status of Previous Report: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
By submitting this form you certify that all of the statements made in this report (including continuation pages and 
addendum) are true, complete, and correct, to the best of your knowledge. You understand that a false statement of a 
material fact is a criminal offense (18 U.S.C. Section 1001). 
 
Signature: ______________mailed version signed Andrew Clark__  

 
   Date: __1-7-22_______________________________

_____
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✔ ✔

   There are other victims.  The system deficiencies are endemic.

✔

✔

 These are separate but related issues.

   

   

✔

DOJ  Public Integrity Section

                                          Executive of 9th Circuit Court of Appeals.



January 7, 2022

U.S. Department of Justice 

United States Attorney - Southern District of New York

The Silvio J. Mollo Building - One Saint Andrew’s Plaza

New York, New York  10007

Subject:  Civilian Crime Report: Fraudulent Use of State and Federal Judicial Systems
       

The related Wells Fargo (et al) Civilian Crime Report details a mafia-style false arrest based on 

obviously manufactured crime.   It was arranged by attorneys at Ogletree Deakins (employer’s 

law firm).  The exhibits with that report include the correspondence used to arrange it.  I 

included news articles demonstrating Ogletree Deakins has a history of false arrest in Maricopa

County, AZ in the same time frame, including the false arrest of an active-duty judge.

I reported my case as a Hobbs Act violation because the result was a “stipulated settlement,” a 

third party benefit that was coerced via deadly duress and awarded by a prosecutor acting under

the color of the law.  I detailed within my civil filing in case 6:20-cv-000253-AA the 

completely illegal search and seizure warrant used to take all my computer equipment from me 

right after I filed my first attempt at civil redress (6:13-cv-01546-AA).  I obtained and posted 

the warrants and related material.  With all its vast experience, I am rather certain that SDNY 

has never before seen a situation more deviously malicious in corporate investigations.

………………………………………………..

Public Corruption:  This is a report of crime within the courts and its systems.  Our courts are 

shown to be  “rigged” with the court outcome determined in advance and loaded into the 

judicial support systems for a trusting judge to passively allow to be robo-signed as orders.  \

Contents of this Civilian Crime Report:

Exhibit 1: Reports to Public Integrity Section and to 9th Circuit Court specifying fraudulent use 

Page 5       of court systems encouraged by “scoring” within court’s case management systems.

Exhibit 2: Fraudulent use of FBI’s NIBRS system and its downstream consequences

Exhibit 3: Court-rigging to circumvent legislation in the same Lane County circuit court and

Page 30    same Federal Judge (Ann Aiken).  Different case, same courts, same problem.
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Introduction to Exhibits

The horrific nature of the problem is, perhaps, best understood in my case by listening to Lane 

County, OR’s Circuit Court Judge abdicating the law and common sense in favor of her staff 

and their home-made “Risk Assessment Tool” (RAT) that is uniquely used in Lane County and 

possibly elsewhere.   https://www.risepatriot.com/JudgeVogt.html is legally obtained court 

audio. The URL is case sensitive. It has nothing to do with patriots or politics, it is internally 

linked evidence, in this case our Chief Judge Debra Vogt.  Judge Vogt is shown to have only 

information provided to her by the prosecutor and went on record “having faith” in her staff 

and the Risk Assessment Tool.  The law, literally, meant absolutely nothing.  Judge Vogt 

dispensed the result of thinly-veiled organized system fraud with malice and without 

comprehension of my vast, dying human suffering.  It became typical here in Eugene OR.

Other court audio hearings demonstrate these “danger scores” permeate the entire local system 

so even when a person is convicted or pleads guilty to a lessor charge, the original “danger 

scores” affect the punishment.  

Nuremberg Report on the Structure of Holocaust

The United States ensured the Nazi Death Camps were broadly exposed by photographing and 

widely publishing them.  As an unintended result, if people don’t see Death Camps then it 

cannot possibly be “holocaust” .

“Holocaust” is a condition only possible in a nation bound by the law.  It is when the legal 

system increasingly consumes the citizens and the nation’s wealth.  Nuremberg researchers 

warned us that “holocaust” comes in many forms over time and its primary method of 

operation is “ghettoization,” which in past times tended to hasten death.  Nuremberg 

researchers also noted that throughout history, “holocaust” tended to have a long lead 

time and it was hypothesized it could be prevented (or stopped in process) if one victim 

could get the situation into a still-functioning court.   All those involved in this case here 

in Oregon managed to do just that.  I am presenting this as a case that yielded benefits far

above the crimes.  Wells Fargo and Company et al … State of Oregon… 

  

we own it.
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Exhibit 1: Reports to Public Integrity Section and to 9th Circuit Court specifying fraudulent use 

of court systems encouraged by “scoring” within court’s case management systems.

Nothing has ever been discovered or adjudicated in my cases.  Exceptionally detailed and prejudicial 

“opinions and orders” were issued as a result of ‘smoking gun docket fraud’.The docket history of all 

the cases is amazingly clear:  over and over I placed great evidence into the PACER / ECF system only 

to have it concealed and obstructed with criminalization of communications to obscure the facts 

coupled with   what I call   “docket hopping” to make them all go away.  

These reports provide specific detail as to how evidence is bypassed in the docket of the local district 

court and the 9th Circuit and appeals court.  In my first crime report, I suggested a talented para-legal 

would be an effective resource as they could also explain to investigators the ‘same old boilerplate’ is 

used all over America and that is what the legal industry and profession is reduced to.

------------------------------------

The other aspect of these reports is the absentee nature of the Judge of the court and the 

complete lack of transparency as to how facts and evidence are processed.  It includes a 

transcript from a tele-hearing related to SLAPP 6-11-006248.HO.  Judge Michael Hogan is on 

record having no actual case knowledge.  He allowed Ogletree Deakin’s attorney Leah Lively 

to screech at him and badger him about “Docket 78” which she just had to have approved.  

He is also on record as having actively selling me on his mediation service in violation of 28 

U.S.C. § 455 in this case of disputed facts.  SDNY really should investigate Leah Lively and 

Ogletree Deakins to determine why they filed so many federal lawsuits against unemployed 

lowest level workers.  SDNY should determine how the cases were settled because if most/all 

were mediated there is/was a much larger problem in the local courts.

Docket 137 in SLAPP 6-11-cv-006248 HO is a large fee billing against me.  That is completely

extra-judical and is flat out malicious and cruel theft.  Ogletree Deakins will just that against 

me and attempt to take my home.  Obviously:  that will not happen and SDNY needs enforce 

that with Ogletree Deakins.  Ogletree Deakins has a history of billing fraud in Maricopa 

County AZ as shown on all the news articles in the exhibits to crime report 1.

REPORTS TO PUBLIC INTEGRITY SECTOR FOLLOW THIS PAGE
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-June 24, 2021

Elizabeth A. “Libby” Smith         
Office of the Circuit Executive  
P.O. Box 193939
San Francisco, CA 94119-3939

Subject: “Instant” Investigation Demand:  Case-Specific Example of Widespread Deficiency
Report of Fraudulent Use of Justice Systems in Eugene OR District Court
Local Case 6:11-cv-000253      Incoming Appeal 21-35304  Clark v. Wells Fargo et al

This report documents a national tragedy and an immediate emergency.    This report is not about case 

facts which are germane to the Court.  This is not a judicial misconduct report.  This special report 

details fraudulent use of court systems by legal industry participants to conceal evidence and obstruct 

justice… while massively wasting public resources.   

The lengthy docket history and tele-hearing transcripts are in PACER/ECF.  For convenience they are 

posted https://www.GoodShipGinsburg.com/frauddocket.pdf .  Obstruction of evidence is proven 

within PACER/ECF and it represents a criminal violation of 18 U.S.C. 1519.  Any person with 

experience interpreting a court docket will immediately see major Red Flags: 

1.  My ‘Factual Pleading’ complaint is a simple account of defendant’s criminal activity that harmed 

me.  It remains completely unheard due to attorney-driven fraud and deceit.  In my case, there are c. 20 

attorneys on the distribution list.   They all refused to recognize any evidence could possibly exist even 

though I filed it into the courts with my complaint or via motion.  They all refused to confer. They all 

filed infantile, irrelevant personal attacks against me.   They all filed similar denials. They all filed 

boilerplate legal forms to obtain case dismissal before any factual basis or evidence is allowed. They all

lied about every case detail in writing and during tele-hearings.  They all committed federal felonies. 

2.  The timing of the nine-month “stay” instead of discovery followed by case dismissal is in itself 

highly suspicious and does not conform to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.  It seems to make it 

physically impossible to submit a Motion for Trial per Rule 38 prior to case dismissal, as one example.

3.  The court record demonstrates a generic-and-illegal method attorneys use to criminalize external 

business correspondence by dumping it into the court as a self-declared violation.  Please notice an
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Integrity Sector as well



un-adjudicated “gag order” was generated without hearing early in the discovery process.  Activity by 

the defendants to criminalize external communications in that fashion represents a stark, mocking  

violation of 18 U.S.C. 241:  “Conspiracy Against Rights”: 1) to a trial of facts /evidence and 2) the 

obligation to speak of harm done to me as detailed in my unheard complaint and  the fact they are 

concealing it in the courts against the interests of their clients.  John Pollino of GHR Lawyers in Salem 

OR lacks competence with subject matter but the other attorneys agreed with his work .  It is a sad day 

in America when a couple-dozen professional attorneys are unaware that allegations of violations of 

federal law 18 U.S.C. 241 are  not “conspiracy theories” as Mr. Pollino proclaimed in a filing.

4.  Compare the motions listed on the Notices of Hearings with the docket.   Notice that none of my 

factual motions were heard but defendant’s obstructive motions were given two hearings followed by 

dismissal/sanctions.  The transcripts show the judge demonstrated total lack of case knowledge.

5. No substantive facts were recognized or adjudicated yet the c. 40 pages of ‘opinions and orders’ are 

detailed defendant-attorney’s lies, favorable only to them.   The PACER/ECF system records shows 

how defendant-attorneys refused to participate in ‘discovery’ as I described in fine detail with my 

unheard Motion for Judicial Conference per FRCP 16. They obtained dismissal and sanctions hearings 

instead.  I assert defendants provided the content for the court staff to input and have robo-signed. 

6.  The court staff manipulated the titles of my filings and minimized them.   I filed several Motions to 

Notice Adjudicative Fact. Those were all downgraded by the court staff to Requests to Notice Fact.  

The transcript of the second hearing shows Judge Aiken telling me that I must file a Motion if I want to

address the court.  She was unaware that I had filed all those Motions.  Her staff had to point out my 

Motion under FRCP 16 for Judicial Conference which specifically details how defendant-attorneys 

were abusing the discovery process.  It was bypassed along with all my court filings by the way court 

staff and /or defendant-attorneys manipulated the record seen by the Judge.

7.  The hearing transcripts show defendant-attorneys being permitted to bully me in complete absence 

of fact.  Attorney John Pollino of GHR Lawyers in Salem OR kicked off the insult-fest in the first 

telephone hearing with “I don’t like Mr. Clark” and the judge threatened me with dismissal if I 

responded. There is no trace of civility among defendant-attorneys despite my endless, repeated, even 

self-effacing conciliatory gestures. Both transcripts demonstrate a court being used as my pillory and 

gibbet basket while boldly violating all my civil rights, human rights, and constitutional protections.
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8.  Possible implications of Case Management System case scoring programs...  Mine is a Racketeering

lawsuit as well as a private Clayton Act filing.  Based on reading, it appears the courts use a scoring 

system that encourages the dismissal of those types of cases.  Documentation in the appeals court 

website indicates that scoring systems can be adjusted to exclude/include more cases as judicial staff 

permits.  Generally: court systems appear to be nearly unedited and rely upon “trust”.  Attorneys and 

others definitely have become skilled at manipulating the court’s information systems to provide the 

Color of Law to their illegal, unprofessional, and immoral results….or just to clear their caseload.

Transcripts and PACER Records of This and Prior Related Cases are Indelible Proof of  Allegations

The PACER/ECF system documents major irregularities and lack of transparency.  The methods used 

and the procedural deficiencies appear to be endemic to the Eugene Oregon court and likely other 

courts as well.  I feel that finding and correcting system deficiencies is more important than punishing 

people.  So far, it appears any civil complaint whether by letter or lawsuit gets passed back to the 

offenders to answer.  

Until corrected, the PACER/ECF record and transcripts show the court to be a shining gold-plated 

Potemkin Village devoid of  human concern for the citizens.  Those records document a kleptocracy 

run by and for the sole profit of the legal industry workers.  It shows a justice system in Eugene Oregon

staffed by spoiled and cloistered people, some of whom are extremely devious and cruel, who abuse 

systems to harm others.  From top to bottom, local government workers refuse to ever talk with a 

citizen about a problem and say something like  “we are sorry, let’s make it right.”  They learned they 

can perpetrate any crime against citizens and get away with it.  They know they are represented by the 

Oregon Department of Justice… the largest law firm in Oregon… and the citizens are not.

The transcripts show the actual content of a court hearing to be fraudulent and shameful; a national 

embarrassment caused by systemic public corruption which includes ‘fealty’ among judicial system 

workers such as attorneys and judges.  Their activity is given the rosy Color of the Law by conniving 

court staff fraudulently using unedited court systems in an unregulated revolving-door legal industry.  

Signed,

 /s

Andrew (Andy) Clark  3270 Stoney Ridge Rd.   Eugene, OR 97405  541.510.3915
operationsunriselaw@gmail.com

Transcripts and Docket History are in PACER/ECF.  For convenience or if lacking access: 
www.GoodShipGinsburg.com/frauddocket.pdf    
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July 8, 2021  

John Keller – Public Integrity Sector Instant Investigation – Public Corruption
1331 F Street NW District Court Eugene OR 6:20.cv.000253
Washington, DC 20005 Clark v. Wells Fargo, Ogletree Deakins, et al

Mediator/Judge Michael Hogan Destroyed Public Integrity in Eugene OR by Violating 28 USC 455
Court Transcript Attached as Evidence, More is in PACER/ECF

Michael Hogan Used the Court to Feed His Mediation Business, My Case is One of Many

In many ways, “Judge” Michael Hogan is the person most responsible for what was perpetrated against
me here in Eugene Oregon.   He was the one who allowed Ogletree Deakin’s “Emergency” SLAPP-suit
against me, a lowest level unemployed Wells Fargo worker.  His authority was used by others as a basis
for the crimes they committed against me and concealed.  The transcript from the third hearing 
(telephone) is attached with a letter to 9th Circuit Executive so I do not need to repeat the claims here.  
____________________________________
I state here as Fact:  filing district court lawsuits against lowest level unemployed workers is the legal 
fee billing equivalent of fishing from a barrel using a Dupont spinner.  It was terrorizing when piles of 
legal forms arrived in email, mail and at my home.  It was enraging when I determined Ogletree 
Deakins had absolutely no idea of my job function or Wells Fargo’s data and systems.  They developed 
a generic way to crush any employee.  They criminalize business correspondence and cause false arrest.

As a citizen, it is incredibly wrongful that government employees Renata Gowie and Jared Hager are 
being paid to represent Michael Hogan.  I have repeatedly suggested that a possible solution would be 
for Mr. Hogan to complete the mediation he started and did not complete.   Calls and emails to Ms. 
Gowie go unanswered.  Mr. Hager refused to discuss any factual matter, he refused to engage in 
meaningful conference.  Their sole defense is ignoring their victims while coddling each other, 
knowing they are immune from any legal consequences and unreachable in any way.

The legal industry seems to deify and pamper its participants...particularly  judges.  There are 
thousands of them so they are by no means “special”.  They claim immunity from any form of legal 
consequences while demonstrating no sense of responsibility.  The other hearing transcripts from that 
court are even more atrocious… a national embarrassment that clearly shows “judges” only know what 
their staff puts into the broken court’s case management systems.  Absolute power is shown once again 
to… corrupt absolutely.  Local circuit court and “family” court audio-record hearings.  I posted them on
www.RisePatriot.com  and www.WellsFargoWitz.com .  My case presentation for refiling in Southern 
District of New York is www.GoodShipGinsburg.com . The government should be filing there, not me.

Signed,

/s
Andrew (Andy) Clark  3270 Stoney Ridge Rd. Eugene, OR 97405   541.510.3915
OperationSunriseLaw@gmail.com 
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June 20, 2021

Elizabeth A. “Libby” Smith
Office of the Circuit Executive
P.O. Box 193939 
San Francisco, CA 94119-3939

Subject: Second Report of Judicial System Fraud in Eugene OR Court
Local Case 6:20-cv-000253   Clark v. Wells Fargo et al  Incoming Appeal 
Third Transcript:  Telephone hearing with Defendant/Mediator Michael Hogan
6:11.cv.06248.ho

This transcript is among the vast amount of bypassed evidence of the rampant, deep public corruption 
of the Eugene Oregon court.  It is further evidence that my case has never been properly adjudicated or 
mediated.  It shows Judge Hogan acting with similar case ignorance as Judge Aiken did because their 
staff manipulate the system to prejudice what the judge sees and does.  This third transcript very clearly
proves that “Judge” Michael Hogan had no clue about case details.  It captures what seems to be the ad
hoc approval of Motion 78 while we were on the telephone hearing.

This is not an exaggeration or hyperbole.  It is a statement of obvious fact, apparent to anyone who 
reads the transcript.  The transcript shows a non-caring person with immunity and immediate power 
exceeding that of God completely ignoring everything I said and doing exactly what defendant Leah 
Lively so rudely demanded.  The hearing transcript captures defendant attorney Leah Lively pressuring 
Defendant Mediator/Judge Hogan as if he were her insignificant cuckolded lackey.    He was not acting
as a judge or even a mediator…. therefore is not deserving of any immunity.  He badly violated my 
civil rights in all regards due to his fealty with defendant Leah Lively and Ogletree Deakins and trust in
how his staff manipulated the system to hide evidence and deceive him.   

Worse:  the transcript show Judge Hogan actively selling me on his bogus “mediation service”.  It is 
shocking to the senses that a judge was allowed to assign cases to himself and mediate them (or not) in 
violation of 28 U.S.C. 455 as well as many of the American Bar Association Judicial Canon Rules.   

Thank you from

/s
Andrew (Andy) Clark  3270 Stoney Ridge Rd.   Eugene, OR 97405  541.510.3915
operationsunriselaw@gmail.com
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Exhibit 2: Fraudulent use of FBI’s NIBRS system and its downstream consequences

An inquiry of FBI follows this page.  As with all else and all other agencies… I write letters 

and file reports… the Wells Fargo/Ogletree Deakins abuse just ramps up and gets more deadly 

and malicious.  

REPORT/INQUIRY TO FBI REGARDING SUSPECTED WRONGFUL USE OF 

THEIR NIBRS SYSTEM BY A LOCAL POLICE OFFICER NAMED “SERGEANT 

MAGNISON” WHO IS HEARD ON THE IN-HQ AUDIO TELLING THE HONEST 

POLICE OFFICER WHO THOUGHT IT COULD BE RETALIATION THAT I WAS 

‘CRAZY’.
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Pennsylvania

 
Avenue,

 
NW

 
Washington,

 
DC

 
20530-0001

Allegation of Fraudulent Use of FBI’s NIBRS System by Eugene OR Police Officer
 Erik Klinko Upon Direction of Wells Fargo’s Employment Attorneys (Ogletree Deakins) 

Wells Fargo via Ogletree Deakins  Employment Law attorneys Leah Lively, Elizabeth Falcone, 
and David PR Symes  in Portland arranged false arrest and engaged in a host of other physically 

violent Criminal RICO Crimes  They repeatedly concealed their activity in the courts using “color of 

law” legal processes to obstruct hearing of evidence.  Their defense against the incredibly rare worker 

who parks evidence in advance and in-person at the local FBI office likely is using their documented 

influence over some Eugene Police Officers to have me input into NIBRS as a violent threat.   First 
attachment is one of many news articles from Maricopa County AZ in the same timeframe showing 

Ogletree Deakins involved in fee gouging and false arrest via fraudulent use of official systems in the 

‘Sheriff Joe’ case.  Gangland attorneys such as Ogletree Deakins are a national problem.

Factual Summary

Here in small town Eugene Oregon, Wells Fargo used employment attorneys Ogletree Deakins in 

Portland to retaliate for reporting to FBI, etc.  Their first move was to hire Securitas guards to create 

the illusion of a threat and to make a false police report that led to my false arrest. That 911 call 

recording and transcript are posted along with other police/court recordings that absolutely proves false

arrest and use of local police to silence me and to retaliate for reporting.    It appears to be a well-

practiced but highly illegal business activity by attorneys who completely lack regulation and conceal 

their activity using justice system fraud and all manner of public corruption.

While still employed and after, I was admitted in to Eugene OR FBI office to perform crime reports 

and deliver evidence pursuant to employment at Wells Fargo in Eugene OR.  At the time, Criminal 

Resource Manual 1729 specified that a Citizen who files such federal crime reports is a Federal 

Witness or Informant regardless of whether FBI investigated the underlying crime reports.  

I already have complete evidence from police and court systems of totally false arrest by City of 

Eugene Police acting as agents for Wells Fargo and Ogletree Deakins Employment Law.  It includes 

legal, officially created audio recordings of police in my home and in their headquarters.  It is all posted

on www.RisePatriot.com and www.WellsFargoWitz.com 

If Confirmed: Fraud and Misuse of NIBRS May Be a Common Tactic

In 2017 I learned that if I was input into NIBRS it would cause me to be flagged in a large number of 

threat identification systems that feed off NIBRS or other downstream systems.  For example, it 

appears it may have been used as the sole basis to trigger the removal of guardianship of my retarded 
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adult son due to an interface with Oregon’s OPUS system that shows him in a conservatorship. The 

court audio and other records of that are in Oregon’s OJIN system and  on www.WellsFargoWitz.com.

Two pages of police reports are attached.  Complete report at: www. risepatriot.com/policereport.pdf

Notice on the first page of attachments I was put on a police-only computer database of potential 

threats on 9.16.11….almost two months after false arrest.  The officer wrote that the database included 

DMV records.  The only system I could find like that was FBI’s National Incident-Based Reporting 

System (NIBRS) which is part of the NCIC system.  I wrote to local police and our “police auditor” 

asking for clarification repeatedly without response.  Regardless of system(s) used I assert the profiling 

was highly prejudicial and was subsequently used to justify all forms of local abuse of me.  

Second page of attachments clearly indicates corruption of FBI processes and discussion of my Wells 

Fargo  Bank data.  Martin Ogno claimed to local police ‘FBI are not taking my reports seriously’.  That

was a bad lie.  Access the full document. Read how defaming it is.  It is all unrelated to alleged trespass

and obviously false.  The cops made it up from thin air.   Notice their frequent psychological profiling 

based on what Wells Fargo /Ogletree Deakins  told them from Portland.   They included psychosexual 

nonsense such as I “threatened to rape my bosses”.  Both bosses were men and nobody reported rape 

fears.  Audio records (posted) of police talking to Wells Fargo security agent Martin Ogno in Portland 

in advance give further indication of Wells Fargo influence and control of local SWAT resources. 

Banks have video and when none could be produced because there was no trespass… charges 

were dismissed but mission accomplished by Wells Fargo et al:  mugshot was published, I was 

locally destroyed, responsibilities to act as guardian for my retarded adult son was taken from 

me, I was SLAPP’ed into District Court over absolutely nothing on “emergency basis” in the 

Mediation Mill of retired Mediator/Judge Michael Hogan.  I was falsely arrested and it appears it

allowed the NIBRS fraud.  Following the trail will allow FBI to stop the practice nationally.

This matter is being included in a Federal lawsuit against Wells Fargo, Ogletree Deakins, and the

people who perpetrated major federal crimes against me….a lowest level worker who was 

admitted into local FBI on several occasions to park crime reports and evidence.   

Thank you FROM ANDY CLARK 3270 STONEY RIDGE RD. EUGENE OR  97405   541.510.3915 
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First page of a 2 page article.  It along with several others are at: www.RisePatriot.com/theybbad.pdf
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Added Note:  this page and the next page come from 
this Eugene OR police report.

http://risepatriot.com/policereport.pdf

NIBRS? >>

Why input 1.5 months
AFTER event?      >>>
Remember: 2nd degree
muni trespass with SWAT
and jailing...then dismissed due  to no trespass per bank video.
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>>>>>
FBI would
not say that.

Notice no
person at 
FBI is 
referenced.

It is corruption
of FBI processes
and
obstruction.
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Exhibit 3: Court-rigging to circumvent legislation in the same Lane County circuit court and

same Federal Judge (Ann Aiken).  Different case, same courts, same problem.

Enclosed after this page is an exhibit showing how State of Oregon uses its courts on a 

“zombie” basis to circumvent legislation and to do an end-run around the Federal Court which 

rejected the Children’s Climate Change Lawsuit.  It should marvel SDNY that our local courts 

can endlessly ‘hear’ children who are being used as shills by adults to institute more expensive 

bureaucracy in the name of ‘climate change’.

These are the exact same courts that are incapable of properly handling actual evidence of 

anything.  This exhibit shows how they create evidence using the courts. It is a direct corollary 

to my situation where they arrived at elaborate “orders and opinions” that  are nothing but 

devious lies of the involved parties. 

……………………………………………………..

It appears that Oregon’s Solicitor General Ben Gutman (he is from Yale, you know) is the one 

who coordinates this criminal use of the courts.   Please order some of the farmers in Eastern 

Oregon to liberally apply tar and feathers and place Mr. Gutman on rail back to Yale.
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    Climate Change is Real - Oregon’s Solution is Pure Fraud

Children Being Used as Shills by Adults in Courts that are "Rigged" 
Dateline:  December 10, 2021.  Eugene 
Oregon.

I have lived in OR most of my life.  I am very concerned with climate change and our
environment.  State of Oregon badly violated our trust by enacting expensive programs 

in the name of “climate change” that have no real-world effects except to pay festering 
hoards of attorneys all over America while screwing the rest of us in our own courts.

LOOK AT ATTACHED SAMPLE OF HOW RAPACIOUS ATTORNEYS
ABUSE OUR CHILDREN AND OUR COURTS TO RIP US OFF 

OR, CA, NV, and WA have much-higher wholesale gasoline prices
than (most) states without the “Low Carbon Fuel Standards”.  

And it is the exact same gasoline.  We had the program over 10 years.
State of Oregon cannot specify even one tangible benefit to the climate.

  IT IS GETTING HOTTER AND DRYER ESPECIALLY IN OR, CA, NV, & WA

Oregon’s Government Ignores the Fact we Have Departments for Water, Forests, etc.

Can ANYONE Explain What an Annual Carbon Inventory Will Accomplish?
What follows is four pages from Oregon’s Supreme Court.  All 45 pages is on 
https://law.justia.com/cases/oregon/supreme-court/2020/s066564.html   The case numbers are 
on the first page.           DIRE ALERT: see statement with arrow, last page of this document.
It is pure fraud upon the courts and upon the People of Oregon.  What does it do?  Believe 
it or not… it is in support of an annual carbon inventory in Oregon.   I will be working on a 
website and other ways to communicate this problem to all states so it can be fought at all 
levels.  Climate change is REAL.  Their “solutions” are obvious, devious SCAMS.

How do they do it?  Our “Solicitor General is Ben Gutman.  He went to Yale and his job is to 
rig the courts to arrive at a pre-determined “verdict”.   It started in our local circuit court when 
two children were allowed to sue Governor Brown over climate matters.  It was denied but 
moved quickly to appeals.  It was then quickly moved to Oregon Supreme Court which invited 
children all over Oregon to a dog-and-pony-show at a high school in late 2019.  Keep in mind 
that both the Obama and Trump DOJ opposed the children’s lawsuit and at the federal level… 
it was dismissed.  But Oregon wastes our $$$$ anyway by engaging in… “court rigging”.

It is amazing that such large flocks of attorneys have infinite funding for this stuff.  I am working on a website to expose the
bloated “legal industry” as doing nothing but stealing from the people.  And it is not even Oregon’s attorneys who are 
behind it…they do as the national sponsors want them too.  Meanwhile, they called police to have me ‘swatted’ for Wells 
Fargo.  MEET ME IN THE POLICE CAR VIDEO:  www.GoodShipGinsburg.com    www.WellsFargoWitz.com

Please call me any time on any topic.  I respond best to telephone calls and visits.  
Want to solve a problem?  Call me and let’s visit!  Let’s talk. It is really the only way. 

From Andrew (Andy) Clark  3270 Stoney Ridge Rd. Eugene OR 97405   541.510.3915
www.GoodShipGinsburg.com    www.WellsFargoWitz.com
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Climate change is REAL.
Carbon-counting is FRAUD that HARMS US ALL.

Carbon inventory systems foisted upon us 
 by adults using children as shills does nothing but 
make the problem worse while stealing their youth.

 State-spending requirement that has not 
been subjected to trial or study and is absurd 
ust looking at it.  It is 'legislation via court-
rigging and lies'.  It is fraudulent use of official

Carbon Accounting Has No Real World Benefit
It is a

j

systems by industry participants. 

But worst of all, by far:  grooming children and 
using them as shills for the pecuniary or 

interests of adults is perverted.

Science of the Matter:
The Climate is definitely changing but it always has even before people came around.  I feel that 
humans burning 2 billion gallons of oil worldwide per day is problematic.  It seems most scientists have 
agreed with that for at least the last 50 years.  Counting carbon does nothing about anything. 
 
Fact is: a tree is about half-carbon.  Global warming that turned OR into a desert would
make State's carbon inventory look GREAT :(

People are 20% carbon so liquidating them and taking their money and belongings elsewhere
would also spell success for "State" of Oregon.

www.WellsFargoWitz.com  www.GoodShipGinsburg.com

OK, so no trial is needed... when is it needed?  
As proven on below sites,  State of Oregon 
avoids trials of ALL matters because 
EVIDENCE is a really big problem for them. 

It is an extreme form of child abuse.

vicarious 
It is reminiscent of the "Children's Crusades"
c. 
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